) maximum distance separable (MDS) code over GF( ) can not correct all burst erasures of length ( ) over GF( ). In this letter, we constructively show that such a linear MDS code over GF( ) can be modified to correct all burst erasures of length up to ( ) over GF( ), while maintaining its MDS property over GF( ).
I. INTRODUCTION

M
AXIMUM distance separable (MDS) codes are an important class of error-control codes that meet the Singleton bound [5, pp. 33 ], i.e., for an MDS code over a finite field GF . MDS codes are optimal in terms of error-control capability versus data redundancy: for given data redundancy (number of parity-check symbols), the number of symbol errors that MDS codes can correct and/or detect is maximal. Hence, they are widely used in communication systems and storage systems for data transmission and storage.
In addition to correcting random errors, MDS codes, such as the Reed-Solomon codes, are also widely used to correct burst errors or burst erasures. Note, here we adopt a usual definition of a burst in a noncyclic fashion [5, pp. 301] , [7, pp. 109 ]: a burst of length is a vector whose nonzeros are successive components, the first and last of which are nonzeros. Such burst errors or erasures occur in many physical communication and storage channels, such as digital compact disc [10, Ch. 4] , magnetic recording media [2] , [4] , [11] , [12] , and deep-space communications [10, Ch. 3] . In many applications, since they can be detected either directly by hardware or by soft-decoding techniques, burst errors can be masked as burst erasures. It is also important to detect burst errors in some applications. This letter thus will focus on burst-erasure correction and burst-errordetection capability of MDS codes. Also, we will focus on linear MDS codes over GF , since most practical MDS codes are linear. When the same code is discussed in two different fields, GF and GF , it may be linear over one field, and otherwise over another. GF -linear will be used to explicitly de- It is easy to extend this bound to burst-erasure correction, and we call this bound the (extended) Reiger Bound as well, even though it was not explicitly stated in the original proposition:
Reiger Erasure Bound (Extended): An block code must have in order to correct all burst erasures of length up to .
Proof: A burst of length over GF has possible patterns, thus, correcting it needs at least parity-check symbols.
A code meeting the Reiger Bound is called a complete code, using the terminology in [1] . The codes meeting the Reiger Bound on burst-erasure correction and burst-error detection are called erasure-complete and detection-complete codes, respectively, hereafter.
Every cyclic code (including shortened ones) in GF can recover a burst erasure of length , thus reaching the Reiger Erasure Bound in GF . However, general cyclic codes do not reach the Singleton Bound in GF . On the other hand, a general MDS code over GF does not meet the Reiger Bound in GF .
In this letter, we constructively show that a GF -linear MDS code can be modified to be erasure-and detection-complete over GF , while maintaining its MDS property over GF . Thus both the random error-correction capability over GF and burst-erasure correction capability over GF of the modified code are maximized.
II. BURST-ERASURE CORRECTION AND BURST-ERROR DETECTION OF MDS CODES
We discuss how to maximize the burst-erasure-correction capability of an MDS code. We will show: 1) an MDS code 0090-6778/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE is a basis of the same space. This concludes the inductive proof. Now we describe how to modify an MDS code over GF to make it a complete code in GF . We start with a concrete example. Table I shows a shortened (4,2) EVENODD code, a linear MDS code over GF [2] . In Table I , through are components in GF(2), and is just the usual binary addition defined over GF (2) . Each column of this code is a symbol in GF . Its linearity and MDS properties over GF have been proven in [2] . Thus, it can correct (2), . This (4,2) EVENODD code is already a systematic code over GF , hence its first two symbols are information symbols over GF . (For a general nonsystematic MDS code, we can always make any symbols information symbols, and modify the code accordingly.) Its MDS property over GF ensures any other symbols of its codeword are linear representations of the first two symbols in GF . Mapping to GF(2), the first four components of the corresponding (8,4) code thus form a linear basis. In this case, it is easy to see is a linear basis of the (8,4) code over GF (2) . Now for the (8,4) code over GF(2), both and are two different linear bases of the same code, due to the corresponding (4,2) code's MDS property over GF . By Lemma 2, can be reordered so that after the reordering, any four-burst in the first six positions can recover the (8,4) code over GF (2) . In this case, happens to be the right order. Next, again because of the MDS property of the (4,2) EVENODD code over GF , and form another two linear bases of the (8,4) code over GF (2) . Lemma 2 again ensures after proper reordering of , the (8,4) code can be recovered from any four-burst in the next six positions, starting from . In this case, should be reordered as . After the final reordering, the EVENODD code in Table I is modified as in Table II. It is easy to verify this modified code in Table II has the following properties: 1) In GF , it is still MDS; and 2) In GF(2), it is linear, and any burst of length four can recover its four information components, through .
Generalize this simple example, the following lemma on burst recovery of an MDS code can be derived. . This symbol, together with the symbols starting from the second symbol, still forms a linear basis of the code in GF because of the code's MDS property in GF . Thus, is another linear basis of the code in GF . By Lemma 2, then, the 's can be reordered so that the code can be recovered from any burst of in the first positions. This reordering procedure can be performed iteratively over the th -block of the code over GF , where , as illustrated in the previous example.
This defines a modification of the original code. It is easy to see that the modified code: 1) is still MDS in GF ; and 2) is a linear code in GF and any burst of of its codeword is a linear basis that can recover all the information components.
In order to discuss burst-erasure-correction capability of a linear code, it is easy to derive the following relation between a code's burst-recovery capability and its dual code's burst-erasure-correction capability.
Lemma 4: For an (linear) code over GF , if its codeword's symbols 's form a linear basis, where , and , then its dual code can recover all the erasures occurring at the positions . Proof: First, without loss of generality, we can assume . (Otherwise, we can simply relabel the symbols.) Since its codeword's first symbols form a linear basis, let be a generator matrix of code , then the first columns of are linearly independent. But is also a parity-check matrix of the dual code , thus all the first symbols of can be solved from the linearly independent equations, i.e., all the first erasures can be recovered. Also it is not hard to observe the following relation between burst-erasure correction and burst-error detection.
Lemma 5: If a linear code can correct all burst erasures of length up to , then it can detect all burst errors of length up to .
Since the dual code of an MDS code is also MDS [5] , no matter how parity-check symbols are placed [12] , by Lemmas 3, 4, and 5, we derive the following main theorem on burst-erasure correction and burst-error-detection capability of an MDS code.
Theorem 1: An arbitrary GF -linear MDS code can be modified, so that in GF it can correct all burst erasures of length up to , or detect all burst errors of length up to , while it is still MDS in GF . Thus, a GF -linear MDS code can be modified to meet both the Singleton Bound over GF and the Reiger Erasure Bound over GF .
Remark: When the above code-modification process is applied on a Reed-Solomon code, we in fact get the generalized Reed-Solomon code, which is also MDS [5, pp. 303] . A generalized Reed-Solomon code can be constructed by multiplying each of the coordinates of a Reed-Solomon code with a nonzero element in the corresponding field GF . These elements need not be distinct. This is, in turn, equivalent to using a different basis to expand each of the coordinates into symbols in GF . The modification process presented previously in this letter answers the question, "What is the right basis representation for each coordinate in GF such that any successive erased coordinates in GF can be recovered?" While this is a nice connection with the generalized Reed-Solomon code, the modification construction here is, of course, applicable to all the MDS codes besides the Reed-Solomon code, especially to various MDS array codes [2] , [4] , [11] , [12] , which will play more and more important roles in storage systems.
Finally, decoding of an -burst erasure over GF of the modified code can use efficient erasure-decoding algorithms of array codes [2] , [11] , [12] , with complexity of , where . On the other hand, decoding of burst erasures of lengths less than and random errors in GF can use an original burst erasure/error decoder in GF , preceded and followed by an application of the permutation on each -block over GF , which modifies the original code.
III. CONCLUSIONS
It has been constructively shown that the burst detection and erasure correction capability of a GF -linear MDS code can be maximized to meet the Reiger Erasure Bound over GF , without changing its MDS property in GF . Thus there exist codes that meet both the Singleton Bound in GF and the Reiger Erasure Bound in GF . The key to achieve this is to reorder the components of each -block over GF . It is not hard to observe that this component reordering technique does not improve the burst-error-correction capability. Thus, it remains an open question of whether an MDS code over GF can be modified to increase its burst-error-correction capability over GF while maintaining its MDS property over GF . Further more, it is also an open question of whether a nonlinear MDS code over GF or GF can be modified to reach the Reiger Erasure Bound in GF . And for a non-MDS code, if the same technique is applied, what is the maximum length of burst erasures it can correct in GF ?
